Introduction'
! Throughout!the!lifespan!of!a!multicellular!organism!with!an!adult!lifespan!of!months!or!years,!cells! in!many!tissues!will!turn!over,!requiring!mechanisms!in!place!to!control!this!tissue!homeostasis.! This! requires! stem! cells! of! some! kind! that! have! the! ability! to! selfPrenew,! proliferate! and! differentiate! into! specialised! cells! for! specialised! tissue! structures.! Many! animals! appear! to! use! germ! layer! and! lineage! specified! tissue! resident! stem! cells! for! these! processes! (Reddien! and! Alvarado,!2004; !Tanaka!and!Reddien,!2011) .!Although!the!potency!of!such!cells!in!animals!varies! greatly,! most! have! limited! potency.! Planarians,! however,! have! at! least! some! individually! pluripotent!stem!cells!amongst!the!broader!cycling!population!of!adult!stem!cells! (Wagner!et!al.,! 2011) ,!collectively!called!neoblasts!(NBs)! (Aboobaker,!2011; !Rink,!2013; !Ross!et!al.,!2017) .!NBs!give! planarians! their! ability! to! regenerate! any! missing! tissue! structure! from! small! fragments! and! respond!with!startling!homeostatic!plasticity!to!changing!nutritional!status! (Reddien!and!Alvarado,! 2004; ! Saló,! 2006; ! GonzálezPEstévez! et! al.,! 2012a) .! A! current! broad! definition! of! NB! stem! cells! is! that!they!represent!all!cells!that!are!actively!cycling,!and!can!be!labelled!with!fluorescent!in!situ! hybridisation!(FISH)!markers!such!as!Smedwi.1! (Reddien!et!al.,!2005) !and!histone2B'(H2B)' (Guo!et! al.,!2006; !Solana!et!al.,!2012) ,!which!act!as!panPNB!markers!at!the!transcript!level.!A!number!of! studies!have!assayed!the!genes!expressed!in!NBs!and!other!planarian!cells!at!the!whole!population! level! (Blythe!et!al.,!2010; !Labbé!et!al.,!2012; !Önal!et!al.,!2012; !Solana!et!al.,!2012; !Kao!et!al.,!2013 !Kao!et!al.,! ,! 2017 )! and! more! recently! at! the! singlePcell! level! (van! Wolfswinkel! et! al.,! 2014; ! Issigonis! and! Newmark,! 2015; ! Wurtzel! et! al.,! 2015 ! Wurtzel! et! al.,! ,! 2017 ! Molinaro! and! Pearson,! 2016; ! Scimone! et! al.,! 2016) .! This!has!led!to!the!definition!of!NB!subtypes!based!on!gene!expression!profiles!and!revealed!that! planarians!have!at!least!three!major!subclasses!of!smedwi.1+!NBs;!with!sigmaPNBs!giving!rise!to! both!zetaPNBs!and!probably!gammaPNBs.!Each!of!these!is!defined!by!unique!expression!profiles! including!enrichment!for!distinct!transcription!factors! (van!Wolfswinkel!et!al.,!2014) .!In!the!case!of! zinc'finger'protein'1!(zfp1),!as!well!as!being!a!definitive!FISH!marker!of!zetaPNBs!it!also!reported,! through!zfp1(RNAi)!experiments,!as!being!required!for!transition!from!sigmaPNBs!to!zetaPNBs! (van! Wolfswinkel! et! al.,! 2014) .! Evidence! from! this! study,! in! particular! that! genes! that! define! zetaPNB! expression! are! coPexpressed! in! newly! minted! postPmitotic! epidermal! progeny! and! that! they! increase! in! expression! in! NB! over! the! course! of! SPphase,! suggested! that! zetaPNBs! may! pass! through!mitosis!once!to!give!rise!to!postPmitotic!daughter!cells! (van!Wolfswinkel!et!al.,!2014 (Liu!et!al.,!2002) .!Loss!of!condensin!I!in!zebrafish!causes!chromatid!segregation!defects!in! neural! retina! progenitors! and! polyploidization! (Seipold! et! al.,! 2009 ).! In! mammalian! embryonic! stem!(ES)!cells,!simultaneous!depletion!of!both!condensin!I!and!II!resulted!in!the!accumulation!of! enlarged! interphase! nuclei! (Fazzio! and! Panning,! 2010) .! Although! complete! elimination! of! condensin!proteins!appear!to!have!lethal!effects,!reduction!in!condensin!levels!may!be!tolerated! to! allow! functional! studies! on! surviving! cells! (Gosling! et! al.,! 2007; ! Longworth! et! al.,! 2008; ! MurakamiPTonami!et!al.,!2014; !Nishide!and!Hirano,!2014; !Frosi!and!Haering,!2015 (Brandl!et!al.,!2016 (Fig.! 4C) .! Cell! area!measurements!revealed!that!enlarged!NBs!are!only!positive!for!the!sigmaPclass!markers,!but! not! the! zetaP! or! gammaPclass! markers! (Fig.! 4F,G,! Fig.! S2G) .! Analyses! on! Smed.NCAPD2,' NCAPH,' SMC2!and!SMC4!(RNAi)!animals!also!revealed!that!enlarged!NBs!are!in!fact!sigmaPNBs! (Fig.!S3C,!D) and! tissue! regeneration! (Fig.! 1) .! Upon! depletion! of! condensin! genes,! we! observed! gross! chromosomal!defects,!increased!stem!cell!death!and!the!appearance!of!surviving!stem!cells!with! abnormal! morphology! (Fig.! 2,! 3 
